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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Ok experience better than
most just had stand my ground on my trade amount. But good overall. I would have never been
interested to contact them at that price. A bit misleading especially when cargurus is rating their
price. I wasn't interested. They were good and responded promptly. We never struck a deal but I
was happy to deal with a real person. They have been unable to be at the dealership but have
contacted me to keep me informed. They were awesome to deal with! Very helpful and friendly!
Pleased with the car we got! This dealer was great to deal with. I would recommend them to to
everyone. Very good sales approach and very helpful pricing was very optional plus a few
extras added for good measure! Thank you and I'll be in touch. Response was very quick but
the salesman wouldn't budge on the price but still wanted me to drive 3-hrs to look at the
vehicle. Andrew was wonderful. The whole Murdock team was wonderful. Will do business there
again! No real chance to deal with them. I don't live in Mesa so hard to get out that way, but I did
get a response from them in a timely manner. Only thing I don't like is Not showing a price. That
usually means you are asking way to much for it and they know it. What kind of dealership does
that? This dealer isn't like the others. There was no haggling games, long delays, or pressure.
Tom was an absolute pleasure to deal with. I had two concerns with some minor damage areas
on this used truck and they took care of everything, no questions asked. We'll help you find
great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Authorized Ford Dealer. Request Information. Truck is awesome. Cabin is
really nice and comfortable. Heated and cooling seats, with built in message is really nice. The
steering wheel is subpar compared to some other vehicles i have driven, especially for this
price. Not all windows roll down or up with a single click of power button. Aluminium body
panels.. V8 version of i6 4. I think the vehicle is outstanding if you haul heavy loads are pull a
trailer. The ride is a little rough but that comes with the F,. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The Dealership responded back in a
fairly quick time and let me know the Jeep had already been sold. They also informed me that
they had some Jeeps on their used car lot. Was in market for new truck, found this one on
cargurus. Salesman Matt Hicks very helpful, knowledgeable, no pressure. Awesome financing
options. Found the car I wanted at an incredible deal. Zachary was extremely professional. The
dealership went out there way to make sure I got the car I wanted. Excellent customer service.
They were busy with customers the day of my appointment to test drive the car. We drove it and
heard a noise. We still were interested in purchasing the car but wanted to address the noise
issue. We left our contact information with the salesman since they were so busy. We didn't
hear anything back. They have a nice selection of cars just make sure you go on a day when
they're not busy. Terrible communication. Lied about a dash light as soon as I was finally able
to get them on the phone. Put down a deposit and still no offer of help or convenience. Great
customer service, speedy process in and out with my vehicle in 45 minutes. Highly
recommended.! Very professional, followed up with all questions and offered much help.
Distance from their location will be the primary reason if we choose to purchase somewhere
else. Quickly contacted me and made me aware the car was already sold. They followed up with
an email with other similar types of vehicles that may be of interest to me. They responded to
me in a timely manner. Very helpful with trying to find my next vehicle. I will check with them for
future vehicles. Couldn't have asked for a better group of people to deal with. It was pouring
down rain and I had to attend several meetings by phone during as we were closing the deal.
David and his team were super helpful and professional. Next time I need a new car David will
be the first person I call. My wife and I had a great car buying experience. The car was exactly as
advertised, no surprises! Mohsen was very helpful often going out of his way to make sure my
experience was satisfactory. I would recommend him to my friends who are in the market. They
contacted me immediately. I realized the miles indicated on the CarGurus add does not match
the dealers link. When I asked about it I got a response that was not even related to my
question. I walked away at that point. Advertising misleading! When I spoke with dealership was
informed that vehicle's mechanical had not been checked. Why list if vehicle was not ready?
Awesome team in sales, management and the internet team. Eddie was very responsive to my
requests, very professional and courteous. They all worked very hard on getting the best deal
for me. Sales person was great. The vehicle advertised on your site said it was an automatic and

when I went to look at the vehicle it was a manual transmission. Wasted trip. A friend of mine
came to pick me up at the airport in his Ford F Super Duty. After throwing my bag in the
spacious back seat, I settled in for the hour-long ride ahead of us. I was surprised by the
number of dials on the console. There were buttons to enhance towing and some "aux" buttons
that my friend had not yet figured out. The cup holders in the center console held his big coffee
mug and my water bottle. Compartments hidden in the seat separator thing up front and the
glove compartment were roomy. The interior was very comfortable, until I got out and fell about
two feet to the ground The ride was smooth. We were going 75 and the truck handled it with no
problem. My friendnoted that unlike his old Dodge Ram , this truck had very poor acceleration.
He was not able to weave in and out of cars like he used to in his old truck. Of course, I was
kind of grateful for this, as his driving used to terrify me. Parking was as good as expected for a
large truck. The cornering was slightly worse than most large trucks, as they had moved the
wheels further apart to make for a wider turning radius. We picked up a few friends and had six
adults sitting comfortably in the truck. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Ford F Super Duty. Email me price
drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available.
Authorized Ford Dealer. Read more. Spend enough time reading about new cars, and you may
realize that some corners of the auto market appear to be in the middle of a modern-day arms
race. One particular corner is that of the full-size. Cars, SUVs, and crossovers have evolved and
become different things over the years, but heavy-duty pickups have a job to do, and no amount
of innovation or passing trend can get in the way of that job. Wade Ford. Courtesy Ford
Conyers. Truck is awesome. Cabin is really nice and comfortable. Heated and cooling seats,
with built in message is really nice. The steering wheel is subpar compared to some other
vehicles i have driven, especially for this price. Not all windows roll down or up with a single
click of power button. Aluminium body panels.. V8 version of i6 4. I think the vehicle is
outstanding if you haul heavy loads are pull a trailer. The ride is a little rough but that comes
with the F,. Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford dealers in Lawrenceville GA.
Ford dealers in Covington GA. Ford dealers in Canton GA. Ford dealers in Carrollton GA. Ford
dealers in Gainesville GA. Ford dealers in Rome GA. Ford dealers in Athens GA. Ford dealers in
Lagrange GA. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very
helpful, had a specific car in mind, and they had it, but sold before we could drive down to see
it. Dealt with multiple people there, all helpful and prompt with responses. Did not try hard to get
financing. They fid not ask for financial information or income verification, just turned me down.
Would not purchase a car here. Good dialog with dealership once we were able to get
connected. James was very informative and willing to provide all requested information. In the
process of purchasing the truck and getting the logistics taken care of. North Texas Truck Stop
is good dealership to do business with. Hugo and Zac were extremely helpful, and the process
was quick and painless. Would highly recommend Five Star Ford of Lewisville. My salesperson
Alex was very good and helped me buy my truck with no hassles. I would recommend them to
anyone looking for a painless process. They Suck. Struck a deal over the phone and tried to
raise the price 1k when I showed up. I walked out. They energy and effort was the best. Wasn't
given up on the deal but the best deal possible. Not sure I trust them. Nice salesman but
something sketchy about these people. I bought the truck anyway and now regret it. Truck was
great Andy was great fix everything I ask , was in and out with end 2 hours so far everything
good on truck no problem thanks again Andy. Yes, I was contacted by the dealership,
unfortunately, they didn't have what I was looking for. However, they were helpful. Although I
haven't bought a vehicle there and I live in mn the dealer seems very friendly and hard working
and if I lived in t I would buy a vehicle from these guys. Refreshing to know there are some nice
people out there in thusbrave weird new world! I give them 4 out of 5. Very professional and the
quickest I have ever purchased a vehicle, a very efficient check out process and pleasant
employees who were easy to work with. Great, very helpful. Sales rep helped me with all my
questions and I ended up buying a vehicle from them. Ask for Alex! Which bumped up the sales
taxes. Smh very disappointed. The dealer was quick to respond to my inquiry and expressed a
great deal of interest in working with me. I have not visited the dealership yet as they are about
26 or so miles from my home Very helpful dealer answered all my questions took the time to go

over all options to buy the car and finance, but I owed way to much on my trade. He was the
only one who tried to help me and I felt good with the advice he gave me on how to sell my car
to try and get into a suv. I will buy my next car from him and tell all my friends about them.
Thank you for sending me to that dealer tony was wonderful. Did not buy from them but they
had 3 different truck that I considered and on all 3 separate inquiries they either answered or
called back in a few minutes. I would have bought from them but got a crazy good deal from
another place. Was heading out the door to go to buy one from them. It's was ok they advertise
about financing no matter what your credit score is and how much u need to put down and then
they go on saying u need a co-signer even though u have d down payment. A friend of mine
came to pick me up at the airport in his Ford F Super Duty. After throwing my bag in the
spacious back seat, I settled in for the hour-long ride ahead of us. I was surprised by the
number of dials on the console. There were buttons to enhance towing and some "aux" buttons
that my friend had not yet figured out. The cup holders in the center console held his big coffee
mug and my water bottle. Compartments hidden in the seat separator thing up front and the
glove compartment were roomy. The interior was very comfortable, until I got out and fell about
two feet to the ground The ride was smooth. We were going 75 and the truck handled it with no
problem. My friendnoted that unlike his old Dodge Ram , this truck had very poor acceleration.
He was not able to weave in and out of cars like he used to in his old truck. Of course, I was
kind of grateful for this, as his driving used to terrify me. Parking was as good as expected for a
large truck. The cornering was slightly worse than most large trucks, as they had moved the
wheels further apart to make for a wider turning radius. We picked up a few friends and had six
adults sitting comfortably in the truck. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Ford F Super Duty. Email me price
drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available.
Authorized Ford Dealer. Read more. Spend enough time reading about new cars, and you may
realize that some corners of the auto market appear to be in the middle of a modern-day arms
race. One particular corner is that of the full-size. Cars, SUVs, and crossovers have evolved and
become different things over the years, but heavy-duty pickups have a job to do, and no amount
of innovation or passing trend can get in the way of that job. Park Cities Ford Lincoln. Five Star
Ford Lewisville. Truck is awesome. Cabin is really nice and comfortable. Heated and cooling
seats, with built in message is really nice. The steering wheel is subpar compared to some other
vehicles i have driven, especially for this price. Not all windows roll down or up with a single
click of power button. Aluminium body panels.. V8 version of i6 4. I think the vehicle is
outstanding if you haul heavy loads are pull a trailer. The ride is a little rough but that comes
with the F,. Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers in McKinney TX. Ford
dealers in Fort Worth TX. Ford dealers in Denton TX. Ford dealers in Greenville TX. Ford dealers
in Corsicana TX. Ford dealers in Weatherford TX. Ford dealers in Waco TX. Ford dealers in Tyler
TX. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. From start to finish I
had a great experience! Marcy called me and gave me information on several trucks I had
inquired about. Then her dad Robert sent me additional pictures and even video of a few trucks.
They were able to get me pre approved in minutes over the phone which made the process
smooth and simple. Great buying experience, friendly salesman and not pushy. A very laid back
type of auto sales. Didn't buy the truck I went to look at, but purchased another one. Ryan the
salesman was absolutely great. I would buy from there again and would recommend anyone
looking for a vehicle to stop their and look around. The sales person at the dealership was very
professional and extremely helpful. We purchased the vehicle sight unseen and will take
possession today. Kudos to the entire process and customer service provided! JP was great!
Quick response time. Loved how easy it was to show up and roll out with a new truck. We will
be back again! Joe my sales rep was on point and answered must of my questions and
concerns about this car. That is why I purchase it! This is the worst dealership I have ever dealt
with. They misrepresented the items they are selling and have no customers service. They
refused to give me my deposit back after I decided not to do the deal, after being harassed and
bullied by Corey the salesman to hurry up and sign the contract. Stay away from this dealership
lyres and thrives. Nothing but predators. The dealership was quick to respond, but my beautiful
wife found a different vehicle that she wants instead. I would definitely recommend this

dealership to anyone who is interested in a new or used vehicle. Was great response but the
burbin didn't have enough seating for my family waiting for a reply on any other in the same
price range. Looks like they have good inventory. They increased the price of an excursion they
have and when I asked why the price went up the response was something like "my bosses
price the vehicles and I don't know what all goes into that". So that wasn't great Found the car I
was looking for on their listing, left my contact info and was immediately responded to. Friendly
and knowledgeable staff, very nice selection on the lot and an incredibly savvy salesman that
works hard to get the banks to work for you. Overall wonderful experience, in and out in 2 hours
with zero haggling, hassle, pressure and wearing down. Just honesty and straightforwardness.
Thank You! Great dealership. Very easy to work with. Nice to find some honest people still in
the world! Ask for Earl Franks for internet sales. Why do they have to make buying a used
Vehicle so Complicated? The price is NOT the price you see! I was told that all there extra fees
are on there web site. Read the fine print. Dealer was responsive but found out it may be more
expensive to purchase a vehicle out of state. The F is Ford's three-quarter-ton pickup truck,
rounding out the highly popular F series of trucks. Building on the success of the F, the world's
best-selling truck, the F was designed as a sturdier vehicle with greater hauling capacity.
Launched under its current model name in , the Ford F was marketed as a working vehicle for
farm, ranch, and job site. In , the heavier, more rugged F Super Duty line was inaugurated,
featuring a heftier frame and stiffer suspension. You'll see the F in many commercial fleet
applications, including some with modifications for U-Haul. In an era of shaky market strength
for Ford, the F-Series continues to be a strong seller. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get ri
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d of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. Used Ford F for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi
mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford F listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request
Information. Image Not Available. Authorized Ford Dealer. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Ford
dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford dealers in Chicago IL. Ford dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers in
Houston TX. Ford dealers in Los Angeles CA. Ford dealers in Miami FL. Ford dealers in New
York NY. Ford dealers in Philadelphia PA. Ford dealers in Washington DC.

